
MANAGED SECURITY SERVICES : GLOBAL SECURE INTERNET GATEWAY SERVICE

Benefit from a truly robust security architecture while lightening 
the workload. With Global Security Internet Gateway Service 
(GSIGS) solutions, you can establish a multi-layered architecture 
that improves your security posture and reduces the total cost 
of ownership. As a hosted service in the cloud with a feature-rich 
UTM that includes firewall, IPS and web filtering, GSIGS gives you 
all-in-one coverage without the need to purchase, upgrade and 
manage in-house equipment 

• Protect your organisation from downtime through early warning 
security intelligence from our MSS Customer Portal website 

• Ensure continuity with 24x7 managed security for local networks 
and mission-critical assets 

• Leverage integrated and managed intrusion prevention and 
network firewall capabilities to reduce the ability of attacks to 
traverse the network

• Ensure end user access control and policy compliance for access 
to networks

PREMIUM  
PROTECTION IN A 
SINGLE SERVICE
GAIN ALL-IN-ONE COVERAGE WITH A 
WORLD-CLASS, FULLY HOSTED SECURITY 
SERVICE
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MANAGED SECURITY SERVICES :                 GLOBAL SECURE INTERNET 
GATEWAY SERVICE

YOUR SECURITY, IN THE BEST HANDS
Managing security in-house is a resource-heavy affair. It takes expensive, highly 
trained staff to manage and maintain an equally expensive infrastructure. CPE 
demands power, space, license fees and maintenance, and if your organisation 
has local, decentralised firewalls, the workload for policy pushing is also high. 
No wonder organisations are increasingly looking to outsource their security 
requirements to a host they can trust.

Here’s where Tata Communications has become the provider of choice. 

The proactive approach for maximum protection

GSIG extends our managed UTM service as part of a full suite of managed 
security offerings that includes firewall, intrusion detection/prevention and URL 
filtering.

A firewall with a built-in advantage
With GSIGS, you gain a centralised, next-generation firewall infrastructure that 
can be logically partitioned into multiple virtual instances. Each instance serves 
as a distinct firewall, with policies unique to your organisation. 

Comprehensive intelligence
Our expert team uses advanced systems for accelerated log aggregation, 
advance correlation and event prioritisation. Instead of the complexity and 
burden of manual data analysis, you gain better accuracy in identifying security 
events, escalating incidents and remediation.  

“Gain a fully hosted 
security appliance that’s 
expertly managed and 
monitored around the 
clock from our Global 
Services Management 
Centre.”

FEATURES INCLUDE:

• Network-based coverage: 
reduces costs by leveraging a 
shared security infrastructure, 
hosted within our IP 
backbone

• Industry-leading SLAs: 
benefit from money-
back guarantees on 
the performance and 
responsiveness of our GSIGS

• Subscription-based model: 
so it’s easy to subscribe and 
implement the service

• Secure remote connectivity: 
via an IPSec-based client and 
site-to-site VPN

• Log management and 
analysis: using industry-
leading technology from 
Fortinet

• Separate virtual instance 
per customer: with flexible 
bandwidth options

BENEFITS

• Reduce overheads and free 
up internal staff

• Ensure continuity with 24x7 
managed security

• Minimise downtime with early 
warnings 

• Prevent network breaches by 
attacks and viruses 

• Gain flexibility with a choice 
of service level

Global reach with 11 nodes- India (Mumbai, Delhi and Chennai), Singapore, the USA (New 
York and Los Angeles), the UK (London), Germany (Frankfurt), France (Paris), China 
(Hong Kong) and Australia (Sydney)

http://www.tatacommunications.com
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